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LAST MONTH we reported on the first  
stage of the transformation of the 
Performance Driven Mk 5 Golf GTI into 
a full-fledged road and track car, using 
the handling kit from SuperPro. This 
co-ordinated package upgrades the 
suspension with a full set of polyurethane 
bushes as well as uprated and adjustable 
front and rear anti-roll bars, lightweight 
alloy front control arms with increased 
caster and a pair of replacement ball-joints 
with camber adjustment and roll centre 
correction. 

Those parts alone would be enough to 
bring about a substantial improvement in  
the handling, and would have been enough 
of a day’s work for most teams, but there 
were several other upgrades on the menu 
and once the guys had set their sights on 
fitting the complete conversion there was  
no stopping them…

As well as the SuperPro handling kit,  
the Performance Driven team had also opted 
for the V-Maxx height-adjustable coilover 
suspension kit. It’s one of two set-ups that 
V-Maxx offer, the other being a height and  
damping adjustable kit, but the team at 
Performance Driven had opted for the simpler 
set-up, and not only because it’s nearly £200  
cheaper than the fully adjustable kit.

While there’s no denying that being able 
to tweak the damping rates is an advantage 
for fine-tuning the handling, experience had 
shown that the basic factory-set damping 
rates provided for the standard V-Maxx height-
adjustable kit were a very good compromise 
for normal fast road use, providing a good 
balance between handling and ride quality. 

Before fitting, first thing to double-check 
was the aperture in the hub, because the Mk 5 
Golf comes with two different strut diameters, 
50 mm and 55 mm, and while most GTIs come 
with the larger strut size it’s best not to take 
anything for granted. 

The standard suspension had already 
been stripped off the car by the time we 

arrived, and so it was a straightforward 
job to assemble the new coilover kit, using 
brand-new top mounts. A major advantage 
when assembling coilover struts is that 
you don’t have to mess around with coil-
spring compressors – just wind the threaded 
adjusters down to their lowest setting on the 

‘ The standard suspension had 
already been stripped o� the car 
by the time we arrived, and so 
it was a straightforward job to 
assemble the new coilover kit, 
using brand-new top mounts...’

Continuing the story, as the team at 
Performance Driven set about transforming 
their Mk 5 GTI into a fully competent road 
and track star…
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strut body, slide on the coil spring, install 
the top mounts and then wind the threaded 
adjusters back up half way to take up any 
slack in the spring. 

The final adjustment for ride height, 
with the V-Maxx kit providing a range of 
drop of between ‘sensible’ –30 mm and ‘fully 
slammed’ –75 mm, is made when the car is 
settled back on its wheels. 

Technician Chris Searle soon made 
easy work of installing the front struts and 
fitting the new drop links, before turning 
his attention to the rear. Here, the springs 
and dampers are mounted separately, with 
a threaded collar at the top spring mounting 
point to provide adjustment of the ride 
height. After swapping the standard top 
mounts onto the V-Maxx damper bodies, they 
are simply bolted into place before installing 
the adjusters and springs and jacking up the 
control arms before bolting them up to the 
hub carriers. 

Again, final adjustment of ride height 
would be made once the car was back under 
its own weight and had been driven for a 
while to allow it to settle.

Next job was the brake upgrade and 
although tempted with a full four-pot calliper 
and big brake conversion, for the time being 
the Performance Driven team elected to use 
the simpler Sportline disc and pad upgrade 
from Brembo. It would certainly be good 
enough for fast road use; as far as the track  
is concerned, only time will tell…

This is a standard-sized replacement 
disc, dimpled rather than fully cross-drilled, 
claimed by Brembo to be the ‘best street 
discs, with superior performance suitable 
for moderate track use’. In fact, the major 
improvement in braking comes from the 
accompanying Brembo HP2000 Sport pads 
which are designed to operate effectively at 
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higher temperatures, up to 600°C, while still 
providing good feel and bite during normal 
road use. 

Always good practice when installing 
any brake replacement or conversion, Chris 
spent quite some time carefully cleaning 
up the hub mounting face to make sure it 
was smooth and true, to avoid any possible 
problems with run-out and disc warping, 
before bolting on the new brakes.

Meanwhile, Performance Driven 
apprentice Jake Parkman had been tasked 
with mounting up the 235/35 R19 91Y 
Vredestein Ultrac Vorti tyres onto the Revo 
RV0 19-inch rims. Performance Driven 
company boss Simon Hayman tells us he’s a  
great fan of these Vredestein tyres, as a good  
all-round and cost-effective high-performance 
tyre, also B-rated for wet weather performance,  
and the online reviews we’ve seen since seem 
to confirm their popularity. They certainly sit 
well on the lightweight (only 10 kg) 10-spoke 
Revo RV0 19 8.5 x 19-inch high-gloss black 
alloy wheels, manufactured here in the UK 
by Rimstock, although at prices ‘from £999’ 
they’re far from cheap!
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With the car still up in the air, the  
next task was to install the Scorpion 
exhaust system, and Performance Driven 
had selected to use the high-flow cat-back 
system with resonated centre silencer. 
Using 3-inch (76 mm) diameter T304 
stainless-steel pipework, the Scorpion 
system has been dyno developed to improve 
performance as well as produce a mellow 
sounding exhaust note from its twin 
83 mm black ceramic coated Daytona 
tailpipes.  

As with any larger bore system, very 
careful installation is called for to prevent 
any possibility of interference, especially 
because all stainless-steel systems expand 
with heat, but Performance Driven tell us 
they’ve found the general standards of fit 
of the Scorpion system to be very good, 
with no particular problems to deal with. 
Experience, though, has shown that – with 
any exhaust system – a healthy treatment 
of exhaust paste on all the joints is good 
insurance against the possibility of leaks. 

Worth noting is that, for ultimate 
performance, Scorpion also offers two 

turbo-back front pipes, one which replaces 
the original downpipe and catalyst for 
ultimate flow rate and performance, while 
the second replaces the original catalyst with 
a more efficient high-flow 200-cell sport  
catalyst. Both have been designed to be inter-
changeable and so it will be an easy upgrade 
in the future if Performance Driven decide to  
push the power output to a much higher level. 

For now, they’ve been more than happy 
with the 260 PS and 285 lb.ft. torque that 
results primarily from the Revo Stage 1 engine  
management re-map and air intake system

Performance Driven has also elected to 
fit the GFB diverter valve conversion which 
improves the function and reliability of the 
standard solenoid-operated diverter valve by 
replacing the valve parts with an anodised 
billet aluminum housing fitted with a brass 
piston machined to exacting tolerances. Well 
worthwhile, we’ll take a closer look at that 
conversion in a future issue.

‘ The Scorpion system has been 
dyno developed to improve 
performance...’
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That raises an important point. Rather 
than farming this work out to the local tyre 
centre, Performance Driven has invested in 
all their own tyre installation and balancing 
equipment as it’s always better to keep this 
sort of work under careful control rather 
than risk such expensive alloy wheels being 
damaged by a third-party tyre centre working 
under high-pressure turnaround.

Next step, as far as the driving dynamics 
of the car was concerned, was to get the 
alignment fully checked. It had been a long 
day’s work and the team was fast running 
out of time as the final assembly was being 
carried out, and with their appointment at 
the local Croft Garage running perilously 
close to their normal finishing time. 

Performance Driven have all their own 
Supertracker alignment equipment, and 
normally this can be used with the car on 
the workshop floor, but when working with 
adjustable height suspension it is always 
preferable to use a lift where the car can be 

raised to working height while remaining 
with its weight on all four wheels. The brief 
run down the road certainly settled the 
suspension but the occasional scuff from  
a rear wheel arch also suggested that the  
ride height would need to be raised slightly  
at the rear.

Finally, though, with the car up on the 
ramps at the Croft Garage, the suspension 
settings were all measured and tweaked  
and the geometry and alignment was set  
to standard specifications, ready for its first 
forays out onto the road.

As explained last month, the plan was  
for Performance Driven technician Chris 
Searle to run the GTI as a daily driver for 
several weeks, ahead of the VW Group track 
day on August 13 where they’ll be able to 
assess the full benefits of the conversion  
on the challenging high-speed Castle Combe 
race circuit. With this issue published just 
ahead of that event, we’ll report again  
next month. III

 SPECIFICATION 
   Engine
• Revo Stage 1 software – 260 PS /  285 lb.ft.
• Revo 2.0 TFSI air intake system
• Scorpion resonated cat-back exhaust system
• GFB Diverter valve

   Suspension
• SuperPro Mk 5 Golf handling kit comprising
•  Supaloy alloy front control arms with caster 

increase
•  Roll centre correcting and camber adjustment 

ball-ioints
• Rear multi-link SuperPro bush kit
• Uprated adjustable front and rear anti-roll bars
• Torque arm lower insert bush kit
• V-Maxx fixed damping coilover suspension kit

   Brakes
• Brembo Sport pads and discs

   Wheels and tyres
•  Revo RVO19  8.5 x 19 inch in high gloss black, 

fitted with Vredestein Ultrac Vorti 235/35 R19 91Y

   Infotainment
•  Alpine X801D-U Advanced Navigation and 8-inch 

capacitive touchscreen
•  Alpine 8-inch amplified subwoofer box,  

Alpine 4-channel amplifier
• Alpine 6.6-inch component 2-way speakers ( x 4 )

Performance Driven 
Tel: 01823 338 696  
www.performancedriven.co.uk

CONTACTS Scorpion Exhausts Ltd.
Tel: 01773 744 123
www.scorpion-exhausts.com

SuperPro Europe Ltd.
Tel: 01823 690 281
www.superpro.eu.com

V-Maxx UK
Tel: 01933 685 840
www.v-maxx.co.uk


